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ST. THOMAS MORE SOCIETY REPORTS
(Consistent with the policies of The Catholic University of
America Law Review, summaries of papers read at the annual
meeting of the St. Thomas More Society will be published
from time to time. Two summaries are included in this issue.)
THE UTOPIA
By
Rev. Leo Sweeney, C.M.,
De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois
Delivered Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, December 1949.
The Utopia of St. Thomas More was the first of a small number of ideal
social constructs, published in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in
Europe. The date of the issue occurred the year before Luther's formal
rebellion against the Church in 1516. More than a century later, Francis
Bacon's New Atlantis was published posthumously in the year 1629. A con-
temporary of Bacon, Thomas Campanella, a Dominican friar, authorized
an imaginary society entitled The City of the Sun and in 1656, the Oceana
of Thomas Harrington saw the light of day.
With the Atlantis of Bacon, as an exception, the others, although in many
respects unlike, have much in common. They are political and social. But
Bacon's work was scientific. He longed for an ideal country where experi-
mental science is the civilizer of man.
Creatures of their time, as is everyone, they were creating the future
by their present and the past. They were constructing an ideal to be realized
possibly on the basis of preserving the good of their own time and the past
and eliminating the shortcomings of both.
Plato had been resurrected, during the Renaissance. Ideal societies re-
flected the influence of his Republic. But while they were projected into
the future, they were bound with the past. Their authors had no crystal ball
to foresee how far the future would retreat from the ideals of the past and
fail them in their hope for human advancement.
Adherence to certain value systems may be quasi-immortal in the sense
that after apparent death they rise again. This Aristotelianism knew a demise
of more than a thousand years before it came to life again in the system of
scholastic philosophy. The philosophies of materialism and idealism come
and go changing places with each other, knowing many deaths and many res-
urrections.
Platonism which makes all change unreal, Scholasticism, as a form of
moderate realism, with its permanency of universal essences, and Catholic
theology all contributed to form the mold in which Utopia has been cast. In
the Utopia, man's progress according to nature is chiefly moral, and much
in Utopian laws and customs is essentially Catholic.
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But concrete portrayals of ideal societies, after the manner of Utopia
contribute little or nothing to a general theory of society. General theory
is the proper basis of all science. Concrete idealizations are fragmentary
and localized and often fanciful. They do not present the panorama of change
for any considerable period, and as a result contribute nothing to the theory
of dynamics of change. A concrete idealization of culture, such as Utopia
represents an atomistic method. It is in contrast to a universal method.
THE NATURAL LAW AND A WORLD IN CRISIS
By
Rev. L. 3. Twomey, S.J.,
Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Delivered Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, December 1950.
Few if any epochs in history have been as saddled with evil men and evil
ways as our own. Bewilderment, fear, frustration grip men's souls in a
degree unparalleled at least in recent centuries.The fearful probability of
our world being plunged into its most devastating war is a present reality.
The West is in a state of frantic preparation against the threat of annihilation
from the East.
Such a condition did not arise within the last decade or even within the
last several decades. What we are facing now is the centuried-cumulative
result of the practical exclusion of God and His Law from the thoughts and
actions of men.
Every class in our society must bear its share of guilt. But no class
has a heavier burden of guilt than the legal profession. Followers of this
profession for good or evil are among the most influential of men. And with
specific reference to America, it is by no means certain that the over-all
influence of the legal profession has been for good.
No system of law can rise above the fundamental principles upon which
it is based. To analyse the American legal system from this viewpoint is
an alarming experience.
In at least the large majority of American law schools -- with the notable
exceptions of those under Catholic direction -- Positivism is the prevailing
philosophy. By Positivism is here meant that view of life, which either denies
or calls into question the existence of God, regards man as some highly
developed form of animal life and ascribes some temporal good as his ulti-
mate end.
The extent to which such a philosophy has permeated legal thinking in this
country can be gauged by the wide-spread acceptance of the jurisprudential
tenets of Oliver Wendell Holmes. Two cardinals points are a key to his
philosophy. The first is that he sees " . . . no reason for attributing to man
a significance different in kind from that which belongs to a baboon or a
grain of sand," 2 Holmes-Pollock Letters 252 (1941), and secondly, as I re-
call, he has written, "the law means force (and when it means anything else
I don't care who makes it and will do as I damn choose)."
To weave a philosophy of law around these two pivotal considerations is to
create a monster as deadly as Karl Marx ever conjured up. Only the basic
soundness and sanity of the American people have prevented Holmes and his
followers from destroying us altogether.
Happily a reaction against the rank materialism of Holmes' school is
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